
FREESTYLE TOUR TIMETABLE 

SYDNEY > BRISBANE Valid 30/09/19 - 31/03/20*

HOW IT WORKS:  Stay on one tour (same colour) or hop off for awhile and then join another trip/colour. 

NORTHBOUND MON TUES WED THUR FRI SAT SUN
ARRIVE IN SYDNEY Check in from 2pm Check in from 2pm

BLUE MOUNTAINS 7.30am 7.30am

SYDNEY 6pm 6pm FREE DAY

SYDNEY (B) 8am 8am

BARRINGTON TOPS 3pm 3pm

BARRINGTON TOPS (B) 9am 9am 9am

SPOT X SURF CAMP 5pm 5pm 5pm

SPOT X SURF CAMP (B) 12.30pm 12.30pm 12.30pm

RIVER RETREAT 3pm 3pm 2pm

RIVER RETREAT  (B) 9.30am 9.30am 9.30am

Yamba 1pm 1pm 1pm

BYRON BAY 3pm 3pm 3pm

FULL DAY BYRON BAY NIMBIN TRIP FREE DAY FREE DAY NIMBIN TRIP FREE DAY

BYRON BAY (B) 8am 8am 8am 

Gold Coast 9.30am 9.30am 9.30am

BRISBANE 11am 11am 11am

NOTE: 
BUS SECTORS: Are guided by a Stray Driver Guide. 

TRAIN SECTORS: Are unguided. Your Stray Guide will take you to the train station, and you'll be met by your in-location guide at your next destination. 

The departure time listed is the time that the bus/train actually departs so you need to be waiting outside your confirmed pickup/departure point 15 minutes prior. 

*Timetable is subject to change, please check straytravel.com.au to confirm you have the latest version and for a list of our pick up times and places.   

Timetable Info

SYDNEY                         8am Places in BOLD & CAPITALS are overnight destinations. The 1st bold place listed is the departure time, the 2nd is the arrival time.

Gold Coast                    9.30am Places in regular type are other stops you can hop on or off. The times are departure times unless otherwise listed.

7.20am Coloured areas show Stray's main departure days.

12.54pm Light coloured areas indicate additional Stray travel days. If you hop off your colour, you can travel on these days with a Stray group

Dark grey shaded areas illustrate days with no departures.

Key Train Info

(B)         Travel by Bus, guided by a Stray Guide The train departs 5 x per week and is unguided. Your in-location Guide will met you at the station. 

(T)         Travel by Train, unguided. Meet your guide on arrival You can hop off the train at other points, but will need to arrange your own transfers and accommodation 

(F)         Travel by Ferry It is possible to travel on days not listed here, but there will be no Stray Guide to meet you, or guided activities. 

(O/N)    Overnight Train >> , unguided To jump on from Hervey Bay - catch the free rail connection bus to Maryborough West train station (this must

>> Time O/N train arrives following day be pre-booked via the Stray office).

To go to 1770 you need to prebook and purchase an additional transfer from the Miriam Vale train station.
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